Abstract. In this paper, the campus network client certification mechanism is analyzed, replacement client is rewritten, the stability is greatly improved and the sharing function of WiFi is strengthened.
not the user has made automatically connected, save the password and son on, if exist, the corresponding function should be executed.
The self-startup is completed by adding Windows registry startup, the automatic connection parameters is transmitted to automatically connect.
To restore the default settings module will delete the password files, configuration files, and all the registry addition items. Disconnect the connection module will enumerate all existing connection, if connect, the network will be disconnected. PPPoE dial module adds the connection detection to determine whether the user's computer connect the Internet or not, and give a hint.
After the heartbeat detection module dial successfully, it will be operate and resident in memory, and also plays a break line detection, offline reconnection functions. Based on the point of view of saving memory, the heartbeat detection is alone as a program module, after the main program successfully dial, the heartbeat detection program are invoked by the main program, and the account information in the form of parameters are passed to the heartbeat detection module, then the main program automatically quit, release the memory of main program, heartbeat detection program runs in the background separately. When the heartbeat detection programs find network anomalous, it pulse hints, and invoke the main program, after the main program dial successfully, the heartbeat detection program is restarted.
The Core Function Effect of the Client

Build a Phone Book Entry
The phone book entry that used connection establish DWORD CreateDial (wchar_t *DialName) function creates, the function transmit parameters for phone book entry name. The RasSetEntryProperties function of Windows API is invoked the in this function.
This main function of function is to set up attribute of phone book entry, or set up a new phone book entry. It has six parameters, the first parameter is the LPCTSTR lpszPhonebook, this parameter is string pointer and is used to specify the path and name of the phone book, if this parameter is null, then select the default directory. Here, we ignore this parameter and set to NULL.
The second parameter is LPCTSTR lpszEntry, this parameter transmit a string pointer that represent entry name, if the entry name has already existed in the system, then modify the corresponding attributes, if it has not exist, a new entry will be created.
The third parameter LPRASENTRY LPRASENTRY is a pointer to the RASENTRY structure. This structure contains 55 members.
The fourth parameter DWORD dwEntryInfoSize represent that the RASENTRY structure size third parameter transmitted is to use RasGetEntryProperties () function.
The fifth parameter LPBYTE lpbDeviceInfo is to formulate configuration information of equipment, this parameters is not available under XP system, it must be NULL.
Sixth parameter DWORD dwDeviceInfoSize represent the size of the fifth parameter, beacuse the fifth parameter is NULL, so this parameter is empty.
Sixth parameters is transmitted, RasSetEntryProperties function is to set up a new phone book entry, if it is created successfully, the return value is zero.
Dial
The dial takes RasDial()function, six parameters exist in function, function prototype is as follows: DWORD RasDial( _In_ LPRASDIALEXTENSIONS lpRasDialExtensions, _In_ LPCTSTR lpszPhonebook, _In_ LPRASDIALPARAMS lpRasDialParams, _In_ DWORD dwNotifierType, _In_ LPVOID lpvNotifier, _Out_ LPHRASCONN lphRasConn );
The first parameter is a pointer to the RASDIALEXTENSIONS structure, this structure can set some extension function of the RasDial, if you don't need these functions, it can be set to null. Here we don't need these extension features, so it is set to NULL.
The second parameter LPCTSTR lpszPhonebook is making path and file name of telephone book, because we use the default directory, thus also NULL.
The third parameter LPRASDIALPARAMS LPRASDIALPARAMS is a pointer to the RASDIALPARAMS structure. There are ten members; this structure prototype is as follows:
Typedef struct _RASDIALPARAMS { // the size of the structure, a specific value must be set, or the 632 error will be submitted The corresponding information is filled to the structure, it as a parameter transmitted to the RasDial function.
The fourth parameter is DWORD dwNotifierType, this parameter is used to set the callback function type, if empty, it is ignored.
The fifth parameter is LPVOID lpvNotifier, it is used to set the window handle or the callback function to receive the event notification of RasDial function.
The last parameter LPHRASCONN LphRasConn is a pointer with HRASCONN type, the pointer is initialized to NULL, when dialing successfully, the handle that the RAS connected will be put into it.
The function can carry out dialing, if dial successfully, return value is zero, if error appears, returns the corresponding error code.
The 3UDP Heartbeat Packets Transmission
The heartbeat package is UDP packets with specific content, UDP packets transmit with C Socket program.
Using WSAStartup initialize WinSocket, if succeed, it returns 0. Function prototype is: Int WSAStartup ( WORD wVersionRequested, // show that supported highest version number Sockets LPWSADATA LPWSADATA // a pointer to the WSADATA structure, it is used to set the details );
Use the socket (PF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0) to build a datagram UDP socket, the function prototype is as follows:
Int the socket ( Int domain, // agreement domain, which indicates Socket address types, PF_INET represent use // ipv4 addresses (32) and the combination of the port number (16) int type, // the specified Socket type, SOCK_DGRAM represent UDP type int protocol // specified protocol, parameters IPPROTO_UDP is UDP protocol, // it is set to 0, will automatically match the agreement adopted by the second parameter Setsockopt function is used to set the socket option, if need to broadcast form, the third parameter will be set to SO_BROADCAST, this function can be set to send and receive overtime time, specific examples are as follows:
The setsockopt (sockListener, SOL_SOCKET, SO_SNDTIMEO, (char *) & a timeout, sizeof (int)); // set send timeout
The setsockopt (sockListener, SOL_SOCKET, SO_RCVTIMEO, (char *) & a timeout, sizeof (int)); // set receive overtime The function prototype: Int setsockopt ( Int sockfd, // mark description words of one socket Int level, // optional defined levels Int optname, // set options needed Const void * optval, // buffer pointer of new value pointed to storage option setting Socklen_t optlen // the length of above parameter After setting up the destination address and port number, the sendto, recv function can be used for sending and receiving.
If send or receive data timeout, it means that the network has been disconnected; the corresponding hint will emerge, and start the main program to redial.
After program testing and running over a period of time, the client overcome the instability of the past, the user reflect well, which not only enhances the network stability, but also strengthens the Wi-Fi sharing function.
